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I. ISTRODUCTIQN

1* .

The need that ewists today,fiee standard method for defining problems
.

. ,

has lead to scperimentatioi With decision tibles.:To.date no approach
. /

.,

seems to offer as much success particularly in those systems that usually

have alincher of interrelatedienditions that require speiific actions

for Which flow charts and narfftives are cunbersome..

Computer programming ascends a precise, writtenrdefinition of all in-
, .

structiOns, fiom routine steps to' complex logic decisions, all of which

are based on a myriad of facts and conditions. By tieing Desilion Logic

Tables techlikque, these facts and iconditions can.be st &tabular =

torah in-the logical sequence, and each condition/an tested blows a

certain action is taken. This-technique serves initip * purposes: - -

. it clearly defines the sequence of the deeigionmak4mg rocess.

.1...t eliminates repetitive-narrative description of pro ammingstepe

that ,are ne cessary for varying condition,/ I
---------.,

. it simplified th..c*Ins of posiminication/betw n the aystens; a9alpit
e /

o/

and-the programmer by.reducing the anonntt narrative-information
t

. it makes clear that which is difficult to define and hard to interpret
t,-

. and it alsoienves as a valuable aid in the documentation phase,.
S.

/ -0 40

. : 2. Baton, / ,

/ Me-origin of decision springslartly from the general useof

tables to present information effeitively, and partly from the devel- ." _
. ,I.

opment of truth .tables to defimviogio.
et . .

"loweVer,.'the history of their use in date.proiessiniand the computer

languages adaptqd for them can/be summarized*i6 followss , ..41
I . 0

i 0 s

First for somesdefinitions: ' . $
.

, i

. A Dedision.Table Processst is a program for'translatin4 decision table*.

into executable computer/programs , .

..

. ,
. /

. AnaInterretive Routinekis a single computer program capable of an -
,-. MMMMM --..........-.....-1.

, ,

alyzing any decision table and then selecting an appropriate subroutine,

,.. td procesi actuaL (lett* . . , . .
,

,,

. * Couiler.analyzes,statismeats in a source language, gensiates machine

language instructions, and compiles these instructions into an opera -.

taonal program ,
.
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Ltranslator or -Pre-pruestor translates decision tables into an existing

source language which an be processed by coajilere already available.

Ai
ta_ - , .,

. 1. Ant1947, Genekal'Electxic initibted a study whieh,eulMinated in the 7
. .

development of ii decisiof tables u and a computerized method for solving

.
the:, An improved4rocessor-And language called TABSOL (TABIlarSistems
, . \

. Oriented Language) which is can eXample of.r a decision table ampileil was

- implemented On the GE 225 in ear4.1961. , .

A

2. In 1958, Sitherland Company developed tables strictly as an aid to
systems analysis and documentation leaving the solutionif the table to
the irograssir. . a
In 1959, Hunt Foods an4 Industries began using decision tables as an aid

in man-to-man communication.'

411 In 19b0, the CODASYL (COnference on DAti SYstems Languages) Systems

Group after reviewing, several 'pproaches to the objective of developing

a maFhine-independent, syste ]oriented language, began- to study

decision tables

'5. In l$2, the CODASYL Systems Group study resulted. in a decision] table

len age'kdown as DETAB-11 (DEcision TABles$ porimental).

)6. In 05$ theSIGPLAN (Special, Interest Group for. Programming 1ANguages)

of Angeles Chapter of the Association fot'Computing'Hachine*

JAR!) appointed a working group ;Rho developed DETAB-65.

P. Otter work on decision tables Was independently taken up by such*com-

pantos as: I

Noqp American Aviation IDETAb-66.

Dow Chemical Company. #DETAB-47,

The Insurance, Company of North America ILOBOCi (LOgical.lusiness

Oriented Coding). 4

Rand Corporation IFORTAB1 (it couples decision tables with Fortran)

BelI.Teiephone of Canada *PET' (Pre =processor for Encoded Tables)

R:Lalartino and Co,,Inc. 0DETRANI'(DEcisien'iRANslator),

Both PET and4bETRAN are examples of processors which effectively

extend deciiion table capabilities to the4computer level.

rue

6
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4 II. BASIC STRUCTURE

A decision table is a formal method for recording the coiditioi,

-applying to a particular situation and the actions which ensue from

their different possible combinations. In other words, tie decision

table shows all the rIpropriate decision rules governing ae-situation

at'h4nd where each deciiion rule represents the relationship between

a seta conditione and thpiwassociated actions and isof the fora:'

LZ: A ani B and cp ral X and! and B .

(.CONDITIONS ) (ACTIONS ) -

.

Wails the format of decision table' can be of many types, FigaIA:
as ad ill*trated decision table format that is in general use.

r

Table Header

Condition Stub

Action Stub

ti

a

-Job Date
Decision Table Prepared by

.

-Decisio.4ecisio
le 1 , -2

ecisio,
i 1.1 3

_
.

.-
t

.

b

Ramarki
.

.
.

os

.

Fig.XI.1

An'Illustrated

*Complete Decision Table Foriat..

Rule
Header

IF

and

Condition and
Entry.

and

TREK
% and

Action
andEntry .

and

There are three main parts toldecisloh tables: the table header or

zdentiticatioo portion, the body and the rule header.

14 The'Table Header contains the descriptive title of the system or

/\ 8

'Martin L. Rubin, ed,Handbook of DatiCProcessing Hanagement1:-6-vole-;
(Princeton: Bran /Systems Press, 1970); vol. 3: Systems Lifu;Cycle

tesderdh. Fcims ,t41011' by p. Zuckerman, pp. 91-yd.

t
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procedure covered by the table. It is the upper left portion ofthe table.

2. be BodY'it consists of four basic sections. AAouble hcirIzontal line

.divides the decision table into two:aajor sections.: Conditions and fictions,

as shown in Fig.II.2. double vertical line divides the table into two

other major sections: Stus,to the left and

pitry.to the right as shown in

Thesejdouble linen are an invaluable aid in

reading the table. TV stub portion describes

and names tae conditions and actions in

which we are intersted; the entry portion

specifies the logical:relationships.

Horizontal levels called roes, run across

the entiretable. To aid:I:Identifying

them, they may be assigned letters or

numbs& The entry portion is `subdivided

4ertiCal,lines tolorm'columnsscalledrulee.

FigII..4 shows the four basic sections:

i. Condition Stub it is the upper left 4

quadrant. Ire named variables being.

examined are listed in a question form,

ii. Condition Entrzoit is the upper right"

quadrant. Here particular.values,for Uwee

conditions firiables ire specified on the

corresponding lines (rowe). kW% a limited

entry table responsem,frerestricted to 610

to indicate yes, "N" to 'Wiest@ no. A

condition entry is left blank only if the

condition does not apply or -it in the

presence of other - conditions a yes -or no

cannot affect our actions.

'IF
CONDITIONS

THEN

ACTIONS

Conditions
and Actions

Fig.II.3-The'Stub and
the Entry

Entry

CONDITIONS

' ACTIONS

Stub 11 Entry

Fig.II.4 The: Four Basic
Sections's:a a Decision

Table Body

iii. Action Stub(the lower left quadrant.)It is here that possible actions ,

are described.

' iv. Agtion EnIa(the lower right quadrant.) It is here that the executions

of the actions are specified. For a limited entry tablet the only

permissible entry here is an JIXD-. on! the corresponding line next to a

listed action to indicate Tame this action".4A.blank next to.an action

*may be interpreted as "Do not "take the action shown**.



The*stubs may contain a number of,aifferent conditions and actions as

required. A'particular instance (combination).ot specified conditions and

their associated actions constitute a Ocisios rule. 'Essentially, a

decision .rule-in an "If Then ..;n statement. Decision rules are set in'

vertical columns in the entry poftion of the table.-Each decision rule can

be read in the-directionkbf the arrows shown in Fii.II.1, and is given a

number for, identification purposes: To interpret Pie table, one single

ruletss.to be exastned fts time, ,togather with the information on the

stub; only one rulecan be satisfied in a single pass (examination)

through table. F

3. The RulitleadOr it is above the entry portion of the table and it is

here thatsmimbers are given to the different decision rules.-

The last row or rows of the table are used fir any necessary remarks.

Types of Tables I

the decision tables are classified according to the approaCh taken in

tlf,entriesinto three types:

1. Limited Entry Tables Here condition entries are limited to "I"s
ow nil's,

/

or blanks, and action entries are limited to ups or blanks. Although !,

limited entry,, tables tendto be longer than the other two types, theyiare

built on binary logic patterns, which-are esiecially well suited for

Computer applications. a ,

Z. *tended Entry_Tables Here,the statements-in the stub portion of' the

table are extended into the entry portion. The stub portion identifies

,the variables oboes values are assigneO in the entry portion. this type

lends itself to problems where a few variables can have many values.

3,,Aixod rtntry Tables When,limited entry form and extended entry "form are

combined into a single table, the resulting table is Said to be in mixed-
,

entry form. Even though these two forms may be combined, one form only

must be teed exclUsivSly within each horizontal row of'the table.

An extended or a mixed entry table may always oe changed into h limited

entry table by listing each of the values of a variable as a separate

condition or action and assigning no's, "H "s, or tires to the appropriate

rules. This forsatt is more precise, slice each variable can have only one

of two vanes.

9



III. AN EXAMPLE FROM THE

LIBRARY
,

I

Before we'give our example for a library procedure, let us mention

some of the characteristics of a procedure escription:

Possible conditions isolated

Possible actions isolated

The combinations of conditions calling for different actions are described

The actions called for are described

If **combination of conditions calls for a series of actions, the adtion

Sequence is specified. . ,

The effectiveness of a procedure description is increased if:

4. Language-is standardized

Nuplication is eliminated

.-A11---possibilities- are -covered

Redundancy is eliminated

contradiction is eliminated

The document is readable (understandable)

Decision tables are a method for present ng procedure descriptions in's

way such that the attainment of thb agave goal a maximized. For our

example we shall start with a narrative as a procedure description and try

to construct, step by step, the appropriate deciSion table for it putting

Lomita the attainment of these goals all the:time. Some of the steps will

be discussed in tics section and the rest will be detailed in the next one.

Nero now is the narrative for ourlibrary procedure example:

Ars251/1411"1201=1S121P-2102Elilaa
When a book request is received in the preorder, search subsystem, it is

first searched in the main catalog to see if it is in tile collection. It it

is found in the collection- and the request is not foi an added copy, it is

recorded as a duplicate and is returned to the requester. If it is intthe

collection and the request is tor an added copy, it is searched in the

IA-Process file, if it is found in this tile, it is recorded aria duplicate-

and returned to the requester. If it is.not found in the In-Process file,

it is recorded as an added copy, and the verified bibliographic data are

added on the request slip and the search is continued..

If the book is not found in the collection, and the request is not for

an added copy, and it is found in tile In-Process file, it is recorded as a

duariate, and is returned to the requestor, If the book is\ not in the

6



collection And the request is for an added copy add is found in the in-

,Process file, it is recorded as an added copy and .the verified bib-

liographic data are added on the request 'slip and search is continued.

If the book is not in the library ,and is not in the In-Process file,

the` title is sefrched in the LC proof -card file, If- the LC card ienot,

locatedo'searil: is continue4_,i(the LC. card is locited, the main entry

on therequest-slip is checked against the proof card; if it is the same,

search-is continued. If it is aifferent, the main entry on the request

slip,isflorrected to conform with the proof card, and the main catalog and

the In -Provese the are rechecked.

4

Before we start to isolate-theconditions and 'actions, if we observe

the last paragraph in our narrative we see that for. a unique collibilikAim

tip' of conditions,(the book is neither the collection nor in the In-
___ _

Process file), a totally new proqedure se mit (searching the LC proof-

card file), is called for, Parthernere, f r a particular combination of..

condition's in this new procedure segnent,( e'main entry on the request

slip doss not conform with the LC proof card), we hive to correct,it and

then start alloWer again to lee if the book\is in the collection et4

ibrtunately,, the decisien/table techniqueoffers,great flexibility

through the "Go to Table X" leaturs this feature not only helps irevent

cramming of actions'into one table, but also Simplifies subsequent changes

thatonay be necessitated by redesign. Oz o\f the actions on one.tltble might

refer to another table with another set vecohditions and actions, With the ;,\,'

i

exception of the return of control from a closed table (the discussion of

which is beyond the scope of this paper), all tibia are entered iIron the

tos a \

By using this valuable feature, we will be able to link two decision

tables together in order to describe effectively the procedure in our

example.

Beading through our narrative, we can:

1, Isolate the conditions

2. Isolate the actions

for each of the two tables,

'Ibllowing is the same narrative with the conditions

and the actions by double lines.

derlined by single lines

P.S. notice that the actions that might in fact be rep4ced later by the

a00 to Table X" statements (simply referring, one tablj to the other),

are underlined by broken double lines.
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When * book request is, ieceived in the preorder search subsystem, it is

first searched in the main catalog to see if it is inthe Collectiethilf it

is found in the collection and the request-is not for an 'Added copy, it is

recorded as a giplicate ;And is returned'to-the re4Oestpr. If*t is in he'

c011ection'and the LL.....2,.......21,Lddedooeuestsfi, it issearchedin thefIn-

Process file, if it is found in1thia file, it is recorded asia'duplichte

and returned to the reauestor. If it is, not found in the In-process file,
,

.

it is recorded as an addep,copy, and the verified bibliographic data are
. _

\ )' .

added. on the request ail and\the'search is continued.
_...

--k-

4
. \ ........r..-...-----.........,

If the book is not found in the collection, and thi\pecluest4is not for

, 2\/

_.an_ added coori And it le found in the In-Process file, ir\u,s recorded as a

dniticate, and 1122212"edtotluestor. If thii-bookis not in the40.
collectionand the request and is ovhd in the,In-

,

.
Process file, it is recordedlas an added CODY and the v ri ed b.,_ib-

liographic data are added on the request el the search is continued,

iIf the book is not in the4ibrary and s not in thelIn-Process file,

the title- is searched in-the LE...proof-card file. If the LC card is not
= === = 2 == = = I 76=

j
,,:

located, search is continued If the pt card is located the main entrXcontinued, #

ga t checked against the .proof cardi\ if it is the same)
i \

search_is continued, If Is different, the main entrYon the request

to conform With the proof card, and th main cat og and
\

tha Iu4rocess file are rechecked.
nmsgwa============================

==e==-=== 7-au=

\

Now we can lift the isolated conditions and actions from the narrif.tive

description and put them int°. two separate lists as shown in the jezt peg).

P.S. Notice that the conditiobs and actions 16 each of ouPprospective

tables, are separated by broken double lines and are given sequent

numbers.
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Conditions

i,

1. It is found in the collection

2. Request is not for an added

copy ,

3. In the collection

'4. Request is for an Added copy

It/18 found in this file the

In-Process file)

6. $ot found in the In-Process

.1 tile ,

7, Book is not found in the /

ucollection

0. Request is not for anadded

Actions

1. Is recorded as a duplicate

2. Is riturned to the requestor

3. Is rekorded as a duplicate

4. Is returned to the requestor '

5. Is recorded ae an added copy

6. Verified bibliographic data are

added on the request slip

7: See .t Altinued

d, Is recorded'as a duplicate

Y. Is returned to the requestor

10. Is recorded s an,added copy

11. Verified bib

9

graphic data are'

copy added on the ?`,quest slip

9. It is found ins. the In-Process' la.-Seak.ch is continued
.

file 13. Title is searched in the LC .

10.' The book is not in the

collection

11. Request is for an added copy

12. Is found in the In=Process

tile

13. Book is not in the library

14. Is not in the In-Process file

LC card is not located

2.1,,C 'card is located

3. main entry' on the request

slip is the same (as the
k

proof card)

4. 'It i s' different

proof-cdfd. rile

1 -

1. Search is continued

2. Search is continued

3, main-entry on the.request slip

is corrected

4. Main catalog and thetn-process

his are recheCked

IOW as we have isolated the 'conditions and actions, we'should:

.311 standardize the langRage: One thing tint can beObdtirved about tilt above

. conditions and actions is that some of them talk.abOut the same thing in i

different ways. For example conditionel0 and 13 for

are the same. 5imilaily we can-now replace action

by tikis *Go to Table 240 state;eitvand action 4 for

0,00 -to Table, les statement,

,

thvfirst table above

3 pi the- first table

he second table liVWme,_

9
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Bore 'are theicOnditiods and actions, for each table's with the-language

and the,conditione.written in question'form.standardiied

labial

Conditions

6

1, in collectiOn?

test not or added copy?'

3. Book in collection?

4. Request for added copy?

5. Book in In- process file?

6. Wok not in In-Process file?

?. Book not in collection?'

8i,Requeit not for edited copy?

9. Book in In-PProces file?

19 Book not in collection?

1.1'4 Request for, added copy?

12. Book in'In -Process file?

'13. Book not.in collection?

144)BOok not InIn?PiOcess file?
4'

*Actions'
, 2' 0

'It Record, es duplicate
4k

Return to'requestdi

413.:ReFord as duplicate

4. Returi to requestOr

5. Rwcord as added copy

#$d verified bibliographic data
9

on request slip

7. Continue search

8. Record as duplicate

9. Return to requestor

10. Record as'additd.copy

11. Add verified-bibliographic data

on request slip

12. Continue search

13. to iTabli 2

Now as we have standardized ihe language,

4. Eliminate duplication

3.'Eliminato negative conditions

00

Table 2

Conditions

1.

2.

3.

LC card not located?

LC, card located?

Same main entry? '7

4. Different main entry?

Actions

1. Continue-search

2. Continue search

3. Correct main entry on request

slip

4. Cio to Table 1 _

4

We are in a position to:



It is easy to see that many of the conditions and actions are du-

plicates. For example conditionsl'and A for table 1 are duplicates.

Besides, as with respect to each condition, we, are going to indicate

whether or'not it is presenti that is, for each condition we are going

to answer YES or NO, we should, to avoid duplications eliminate negative

conditions. For example, conditions ,1 & 2 and I:lciltions 3 & 4 for table

2, are negative to each others. Bore are the conditions and actions, for

each table, after eliminating the duplicates and the negative conditions.

Table 1

Conditions

1. Book in collection?

2. Request for added copy?

3. Book in In-Process file?

Action!

1. Record as duplicate

2. Record asadded copy

3. Add verified'bibliographic

data on request slip

4. Return to requestor

5t Continue search

6. Go to Table 2

Table 2

Conditions

1. LC card located?

2. Same main entry?

" Actions

1. Continue search

2. Correct main enti,

41ip

3. Go to Table 1

14

Here are the two lAked decision tables for our example:

.

Acquisition Searching tor Book

Duplicates. Table 1 (of 2)
1 2 3. 4 5

,

6

.

0 Bog in collection?
,

..Request for added copy?

Book ih In-Process file?

YYYNNI
YYNYY

I

Y N Y

W.

N

1

N.

. Record as duplicate :.

Record as added copy

Add verified bibliographic
data Rn request slip

''--,,4,

. Return to requestor

. Continue search

44 to Table 2

.. ,

X

X

4

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

CI

15

on -request

11.



Acquisilkon Bearchibg for Book
Duplicates. Table 2 (of,2) 1i 2

..-
3

,

.

. LC card located/
, same main entry?

:

Y
I

-

Y
I

...

- .

. Continue search-
w Correct main entry on

request slip
. Go to Table 1

X
X

X

X

Let us now review some of thepbints we.have-studied.so far about

decision tables and how they are demonstrated in our example.

The conditions, are listed in ouesti,n form, in the c9ndition stub.

. Tne
adtIoUs110

are listed in the action stub._---+
v Por limited' entry tables the entri4s are limited to :Lis RIP'S, and

blanks in,ths condition entry, and "X"e and blanks in the action entry,

. The table header holds the gal of the system or procedure together

with the respective identification number of the table if more than one

table have to be linked together.

The rule header holds the identifying numbers of the different decision

4 Tkp decision rules are set in vertical columns in the- entry portianlof

the table. ''' . - ./ +"

.\ In table 1, the first rule'(cOmei:1) says: ki the book is ,in the

Collection, and the request is for an'added'copy, and the book is found
..,

in the In-Process file, then record as a duplicate, and return to the

requestor.
1

.
. ,. ,. .

. In table 1, the last rule (rule 6) says: if the book is neither in he

collection nor in the In-Process file, ;Go to Table 2.
1

. In table 29-the second rule says: if thi LC card is located, and if the

main entry on the request slip does not conform with the proof car,
correct main entry on the request slip, and Go to Table 1.

r-

. As we have said before, with only one exceptionoiall tables axe entered

from the top. That is, if we follow up the path of the second-rule/in

table a, it will always be examined against the rules in table 1 from

left to right, rule one through mixt exactly in that particular order.

If rule 6 in table 1 is met again, and we follow it through tablS 2,

12-



r
Iit w ll first be' examined against rule one, which;it will always meet.
I This is because. the LC card has been located' earlier, and the main entry

1

has been corrected conform with the LC proof ,card, which satisfies
this rule, 0.nd seareh is continued.

13
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IV. BASIC STEPS IN CONSTRUCTING

DECISION LOGIC TABLES

O

While the basic steps can be put in a precise; compact and comprehez.

sive manner,
1 in this section we shall discuss and give examples

of the detailed necessary steps fort constructing a perfect decision table,.

Notice that the first five steps we have already discussed and applied in

the previous Section.

XsolateIthe conditions.

2. s late the actions.

34-Stefitirdize t be languages

4. Eliminate duplication.

5. Eliminate nc!tive conditions.

on the'order4in w chi the conditions rows are written or the Order-in .

to. 1St tions n'executi n order: The logic 'of the table is not dependent

which the rules are formulated. Actionsthowever, are perforned in the

soqUence in which they occur. In many procedures, actions must be taken in

a specific sequence..,,In decision tables, this sequenCe is generally indicat-

ed, by the sequence-the actions are listed in the action stub.- In th6se

instances where the aCtions'sequence for one rule is different than the

actions Sequence for another, the sequence is_indicated by substitutiPS

numbers foi the 'Iris and numbSring the actions in sequence. Our example

,doe, not need this refinement, but is shown-with-it in ?ig.IV.1.to

illustrate the point.

Table °2 (of 2)
\

. 1 2 3'

.LC card located?

.Same main entry? .
Y
I

I
N

N.

.Continue search
Correct main entry
on request slip

.00 twta410 1

1
1

2

Fig.IV.1

Robert M. Hayes and Joseph Becker, Handbook rocessin

Lib = ies (New York: Becker and Hayes, 1970): Fp. 156-1 O.

18



7. Check for cipoleteness:4 table is complete in a mathematical sense

_only if all mathematically_possible:combinations are covered, We can use

a simple formula to'deteraine the' number Of possible combinations any

table must cover: where only twolyariableeare present, if n equals the

number of conditions and r *guide the number of rules, thei ivad.

However; impossible or irrelevant conditions should be combined with

Peeeible or relevant onesi

however, Mould not contain b

compression has -taken place.

ugh the_usr of blanks. At Least one Tale,
.

A blank in any rule is a sign that

Definition,

A fik! Rule is a rule where 41 the condition entries are either

reerir
A eint2241s a rule where anyof.the condition entries is

To talc/114e the number of combinatioae, contained in any mixed

can usi another similar formula. Assuming two variables, where

.a

rulerve.\

b is the

number of blanks in the condition entry of a given rile and e is the

auseber'sfoosbinations, then ew2b.#

D' calculating the number.of.combinatiods encompassed by each rule,, we

can arrive at a rule count to verily ommpleteness,lrig.IV.2 illustrates

Table 1 expanded Wallow for all the mathematically possible combinations.

15
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Table Itof 2) -

. ,

71 2 3 4 5 6 7

.Boo* in collection?
Request foradded copy?
*Book in In-Process file?

IITTNNERYYNXIINXIXINININ
N

.Record as duplicate
Record as added copy
.Add verified bibliographic
data on request slip '-'

.Return to requestor

.Contipue search

.0o to" table 2

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

FIg.IV.2

8. Lliaiiiry_wcigglas_ittdita: One of the advantages of 1

decision tables over other forms of procedure description,is the ability

to apply. a teat to detect redundancy and contradiction. Besides,several

laws caile applied to eliminCe redundancy. (Contradiction e. something

we havito eliminate ourselves, since it indicates confusion with respect

to the proOedure. being described.)

19
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it

All the lawn tom eliminating-ledundancy have to do with rules having
the same actions.,
/Ira.. Jaw: .Ili eaCieriux OF OnE CONDIIunt TWO SUCH NUL/S7(rules

having the same actlous) HAVE Tat SANE CONDITION ANTRIXS,

AND Ile 10k THAT ONE CW41).1446 (the one net having the same entries)
Oin R1)14- HAS A LIS k,NTRY All) MILla A NO Ana,

TNNN TAN HILLO CAB St; COmbluxu LNTO 014L WITH Tilt NAM_ 7011 711A-T COUITRIII

(the- one laving a yes entry in one rule and a no entry in the other)
NNCON.Inti INDIFFERMT iblank)

. Now if we notice the rules in table 1 (Fig.IV.2), we can age that rules
3 4, and -rules 6 gc 8 are redundant according to the first .law.'Fig.IV.3
snows the'table with these rules combined as specified in the law.

16

table 1(of 2) 1 2 3 94 5 6

albok in collection?.
.Request for added copy?
.Hook in InProcess file?

ITImx,
I
I

, ,

I
X

N X.i N
Y

A

N

. .

.Record as duplicate
41tecord as added. copy
,Add veritied bibliographic

data on request slip
*Return to requestor
.Contxnue search ,

AD to table 2
..

I

I

X
X

I

X

X

...

II

X ,

I
.,

X

.

Fig.IV.3 4...4

Now. that \ we have applied the first laws we are in a position to state
the ;test for detecting redundancy and contrad*ction.:
EACH' PAIR Ok '' Rutts RIKAINING (after application or the first law) MUST
HAVX AT LEAS Was CONDITION FOR WHICH ONE RULE HAS A US ATM AND THE

OtXxX A NO EN RT.

If a pair of es meets this test, they are said to be independent of each

other. If ther aro any rule pairs that are dependent (not independent),
then the decisi n table still contains redundancy and/or contradirition.
. A.dependent e pair with the same actions indicates redundancy.
. A dependent rule' pair with different actions ladicates contradiction. .

An inspection of Table 1 in leig.IV.,5 Ind/Cates. that ail the rules are
independent or each other i.e. it is free of redundancy and/or contradic-
tion.
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It the test indicates the'presence or some dependent pair rules with

the same actions, the appAlation,of f4theT-laws for reducing redundancy

becomes apropriate.

Second Law; RULE IS' PUIMAND THE OTHER IS MIXED, THE PURE NIXIE

CONTAINED IN THE MAIO RULE.

In the illustrated example in Agsit.49 this law isapplicable to mi4ed

rule ,6 and pure rule 7 which are redundant. leig.I145 shoats the table after

removal or rule 7. 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

N.
kConditionlIIINNIN
Condition 2IN
*Condition 3 I N?

?HI
N

;Action 1
iACtion2
Action 3

XXXX At

xxxx
X X X

1 2 3 4 5 6
.Condition 1
*Condition 2
.Condition 3y

I
I
!TENN
N NI

IN
II

*Action 1
-.Action 2 .

.Aciion3
XXXX

.

X

X

XX
X X

ilg.IV.4' Fig.IY.5

Thir4mw: IF BOTH RULES ARE MIXED, THERE IS AT LEAST ONE POE RULE,

'COMM TO MOTH THAT CAN BE ELIMINATED FROM ONE OF THE ORIHINAL RULES.

In F1g.IV.5 this law #18 applicable to rules 2 a 3 and rules & 6.

Fig.IV.6 shows rules a a 3 expitnded into the purskruies that made them :Up

where we can see the pure rule that they have in common.

1 A 2 B
V V

4 5 4

.CondstionlYT

. Condition 2

.Condition 3II.NNNYN
T N

ITNNITNI'NN

diction 1
Action 2
,Action 3

XXXXX-X X X X
)

,XX
x x

1 z 311 4 5 6

,Condition 1
.Condition 2
.Condition 3T

I
I
N

Y 'N
INIXI

N
N

N

*Action 1
*Actiona
.Action 3

XX.
X X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Fig.IV.6 Fig.IV.7

In Fig.IV.7 we eliminated oneof the-two common rules rule 3A, and

collapsed rules 2A and 2B back down into our old rule 2.

The same procedure is made again with rules 5 & 6 in rig.IV.7 and is shown

and ilf.IV.9*



a

1 2 A 5 8 1. a -3
.

4
.
5 ' 6

lk.

I-

.Condition1TYYNNN
adndition2I.
.Connition3Y,NIN

.

ll VTR.Conditien1T
ConditionaT
.4ohdition3Y

Y
N
TIC41NNNYINVINt_
IC IF INli 11

,

Action],
Action 2
'Action,3

X
X..X
X X

.

XX
XXXX.Action

X X X
'Action
.Action

X
Xi
X
.

X

.

XXX
X X

.

114.1t4 Fig.IV.9

I. now have a decision table in FiS.IV.9 in which all the rules are

4nalpendent i.e. there is contradiction and/or eduddanty between

rile pairs.

9. pclude the Else Rule: Once' way to assure conpl eness is to tutor-,

poratethe else rule. Anilse rule lives- if none of the specified rules

hold, then follow a certain procedure. There *re hree main features to

the else rule: i. it is always the last, rule

has no condition entries

iii. it must specify polite action. '

While the else rule may proVide a convenient short cut in the early

stages of problem analysis, there is always the danger that it can

become a mcatch-all." Since the purpose of using decision tables is,to

provide a clear-cut definition of *tat is to be done in all situations,

the else rule should be avoided wherever possible.

Table '1(ot 2) 1 2 3 4 5 6
E

.Rook in° collection? WNW

.Wiest' for added copy/ . MTN

.Book ii In-Prins:Ise file? TN YIN
. .

.Record as duplicate X X
'Record as added copy X I
:add ,verified bibliographic X X
--data on request slip
.Return to requestor X X X
,Continue search X 'X

.Investigate error
Ao to table 2

FIS.IV.10

22
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04.11,40 shows Table 1 of our example with the else rule incorporated.

Incidentally, it should be pointed out that in Our particular example,

the else rule. is redundant, because all the possibilities have been

covered,
10. Optimize Searching: With all the pieces for each table assembled,

our next step Is to arrange them in the best possible order to Minimize

thlosearching time* to locate the applicable rule., Our approach is to:

1.-Arrange the condition role so that thellow nth the newest blanks

appears first. Fig.IY. l shows the condition half of Table 1,(useekted).

itimaa shows it with the condition mows sorted.

1- 2 3 4 5 6

-t -

Jot& in InProcess file?
424winest for added copy?.
aloft in collection?

N
I

N

N

T"Yityy
N.

r

1

N

y

T

Y

1 2 3 4 5 6

.Book in collection?
*Request for added copy?
.Book in In-Process file?

I
N

N

NYINI
NIN7Y.11 1 I

Fig.I11.11

ii. Once the rows are sorted, the next step is to sort the rules. For

thepurposes:of the sort, we assign a value.for each entry.in the

condition half based-on I'll)blank. We will then arrange the columns so

that the ones with the greatest values come first; as a result the nos

will be sorted at the upper left portion of the condition entry. (We

could Just as easily take the negative approach). Working down the table

row by row, the rules' should be sorted in this basis; T> blank.

ixamining the first row, Fig.IVA, showS our example (Fig,IV.12) sorted.

-Examining the second row, Fig,IV.14 shows our example sorted.

Ina:lining the third row, hig.N.14 shows our example completely sorted.

Fig.1V.15 shows the full table completely sorted with. the rules assigned

Sequent numbers.



,

i 5 6 2

.Book in collection?

.Request for added copy?
'Boom in In-Process file?

N
YINNN
.1NYNY1IT N

/ .

6 5

MINNYYNYX
IN

1 3

YIN

4 2

--.p...----------.---------..----.-.
.

*Book in collection?
.Request for added copy?
JOWL in In-ProCess file?

6.---.----------;--.'...=-----I--4-^

Acquisition Searching for Book"
Duplicates,; Table 1(of 2)

1 2 3 4 5 6

.book in collection?
*Request for added copy?
.Book in In1Process'iile?

TIT/INNfTNYX
IN ITN

*Record as duplicate
.Record as added copy
.Add verified bibliographic
data on request slip

**turn to requestor
.Continue search
AO to table 2

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Fig.IV.13

Fig.IV.14

Fig.IV.15

Decision tables lend theaselves to optimiza,ionfor computer effi-

ciency. Optimization. consists of: /

minimizing the number of branching instructions in memory;

minimizing the average number of branching instructions vAidh will

be executed.
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